The new TROPHY...
all the basic Cushman features,
plus 4 wheels, at a new low cost.

The new Trophy is loaded with the Cushman-engineering that has made the brand the most successful in golf, with more Cushman cars in use than any other kind. Strong, silent electric power that provides plenty of muscle plus power reserve enough to give you a full day of golf. A prime-coated terne-plate steel body resists rust and is sturdy enough to give excellent service and maintain its good looks years after other cars have expired.

The Trophy. It has four wheels for greater stability. Automotive type steering for easy handling. Individual bucket seats for comfort. Automatic line-compensating charger. The famous Cushman automatic seat brake for safety—so the car can't move until the driver is seated.

There's even the totally enclosed, dust-free Cushman sliding contact switch, famous for smooth take-offs and stops. Plus storage space behind the seats for sweaters and other accessories. And a golf ball compartment with adjacent insulated drink can holders just for the luxury of it.

All these things are standard equipment with one more big extra available only from Cushman . . . a price tag so low it'll make your smile spread from ear to ear.

See the Trophy. Drive the Trophy. Specify the Trophy. Now. At your nearby Cushman Distributor.

CUSHMAN MOTORS
Lincoln, Nebraska
A Division of Outboard Marine Corporation
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MENS STUFF
by Lilly Pulitzer
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Tax Reform adds to budgeting woes

One of the fringe benefits of putting my vacation on wheels and driving cross-country to "there" and "back" is the unique opportunity to make leisurely visits with club managers and to see some of the finer golf clubs in this country.

This year "there" was Denver, Colo. "Back" was, of course, Washington, D.C. Clubs in between were Columbus, Cincinnati, Dayton, St. Louis, Kansas City, Denver, Omaha and Des Moines.

Conversations were varied. Managers between Washington and Kansas City were worried about the lack of rain—which came in quantities while we visited them. Denver and Omaha managers were concerned about the heat and its effect on the grass. But whatever the section of the country, one question was uppermost in the minds of every club executive: "What effect will the Tax Reform Act have on my club's financial future?"

The answer, as readers of this column know, is that clubs, whether or not they are non-profit, must now begin to pay taxes on all their outside income.

Unfortunately, even though many clubs have already been operating under this law for eight months, the Internal Revenue Serv-

ice has still to provide the industry with any solid answers to the important questions of what is outside income and what is exempt from tax.

On the question of outside income, the matter of greatest concern today is whether IRS will consider payments made on a member's account by corporation check as "unrelated to the exempt purpose of the club" and so subject to the tax. Because no ruling has yet been handed down, it is not yet possible to provide a definite answer to this question. But it was very evident in my talks with club executives that more and more clubs are requiring all member accounts to be paid by personal check.

These actions are being taken on the basis of IRS rulings and statements that, while not bearing on the immediate question, do have a clear relationship.

There are, basically, two types of reimbursements. The first occurs when a guest reimburses a member. The second is when the member is reimbursed by a third party, such as an employer.

The first situation is exemplified by the typical membership sponsored party where the member may not even know the name of his guest. The IRS has usually viewed this as "outside income."

The second includes both the situation in which the employer pays the members' own charges, such as dues, as well as the one in which the employer is reimbursed for charges to guests at a business lunch. The IRS has frequently taken the position that this is non-member business as well. It seems far easier for them to avoid the guest issue and hold simply that the funds were not paid by a member and thus are not deductible.

Because it is axiomatic in tax law that the burden is on the taxpayer to prove his deductions, many clubs today are seeking to avoid the possibility of future litigation by insisting that their members pay charges by personal check.

Just as the lack of guidelines poses real problems to clubs planning next year's budgets, so will the new requirements on record (Continued on page 16)
Each head is milled for insert and fitted with our unique brass backing.

Selected persimmon dried by radio-frequency, then hand-trimmed and bored for proper lie. Persimmon is best for feel and playing properties.

Sole plate area is sealed with water repellent, then plate is fitted and secured with four screws.

Each wood is micro-balanced for proper swing weight, balance, and face alignment.

**What's in a name?**

*Titleist*
The insert, with the brass backing, eliminates vibration, gives greater distance and a sweeter feel.

Insert is glued in place, then additionally secured with four screws. Insert picks up less than 0.8% of moisture.

All designs are then tested for performance on our testing equipment. Every finished club is 100% examined to ensure absolute Titleist quality before shipping.

Before the name Titleist goes on our woods, every important playing characteristic is checked – not a spot check, but a complete inspection of each individual club. The result is a classic, without gimmicks. You'll never find a Titleist golf club in a year-end close-out because its value holds up from year to year. We sell Titleist golf clubs in the only place where the real value of good equipment is appreciated: your golf course pro shop. Your pro's advice, when you select clubs, is the only ingredient we can't build in.
INCREASE EARNINGS, SERVICE & SPACE
Remodel your present storage space, bring your bag racks up to date
WITH NEW Stafford VERTICAL BAG RACKS

U.S. & CANADIAN PATENTS

Your members will like the extra convenience and care. Your pro shop profits from 40% more space these racks make available.

Double unit shown holds 16 bags, size 2' x 4' x 6'-6" high, gives 12" x 12" space for bags. Single unit holds 8, size 1' x 4' x 6'-6" high. Sturdy steel. Bags set solid on tapered shelves.

• Wear and tear of golf bags is completely eliminated
• Damp bags dry faster — no mildew
• Provides a neat appearance
• Faster, easier storage
• Easy to install and add more as needed —

Send us your floor measurements, we will plan a layout and quote you — no obligation.

THE A. G. STAFFORD CO.
2000 Allen Ave. S.E. • P. O. Box 287
Canton, Ohio 44701 • 216/453-8431
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(Continued from page 13)

keeping. It is now apparent that each club which accepts an "outside" party will have to keep a separate set of books detailing that income and the expenses directly connected with it.

With all the problems the Tax Reform Act raises for the non-profit club, many are now questioning the advisability of relinquishing their exemptions from income tax and operating as regular business enterprises. Those clubs considering such a move would be well advised to review the position with care.

Many private clubs cooperate in this manner with great success. This is certainly true of those clubs which are not trying to circumvent the law and are in fact private clubs. The guidelines establishing a club’s privacy are pretty well defined, as far as the tax laws are concerned, by IRS regulations and rulings. More recently two Federal courts have laid down additional criteria. One such decision, handed down last January, sets forth some 18 points by which a club can establish its privacy.

The most important of these were the factors which determined whether the club’s membership was genuinely selective on some reasonable basis.

Other categories included the question of who controls the operation of the club, the manner in which the membership corporation was created, the purpose of the club, the formalities of the club’s organization and whether a club possesses the characteristics of a typical private club.

Another, more recent decision, has added a new factor: whether a club is non-profit. Although this particular question was posed in relation to guest privileges at a Texas hotel private club, it does raise some concern as to its effect on other clubs, a fact which many clubs may want to consider before relinquishing their own non-profit exemptions.

Copies of both of these decisions are available from National Club Assn., 1522 K Street N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005.

FALL FERTILIZATION FACTS

FALL IS the season for heaviest fertilization of COOL-SEASON GRASSES such as bluegrass, fescue, and bent. Weather conditions are right for maximum development of crown, rhizome, and stolon; soil moisture and temperature are best for efficient use of fertilizer; grass has less competition from weeds and traffic.

FALL fertilization is important to WARM-SEASON grasses too. They also need help to recover from summer damage and to be strengthened for the winter months ahead.

FERTILIZER choice should be Nitroform® organic nitrogen. It provides slow, steady feeding right up until temperature stops growth. Non-leaching, Nitroform stays in the soil to get turf off to a good start in the spring.

FACTS for fall fertilization with Nitroform... apply 2/3 of annual rate (12-20 pounds/1,000 square feet) to cool-season grasses. Apply 1/3 of annual rate (12-30 pounds/1,000 square feet) to warm-season grasses.

TURF & HORTICULTURAL PRODUCTS, HERCULES INCORPORATED, WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 19899.
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Put your ear to this page.
That's how quiet our gasoline car is.

A Harley-Davidson gasoline golf car never speaks loudly. Or out of turn. Running, it's quieter than a voice in normal conversation. And fifty percent quieter than any other gas car. When you want absolute silence, you get it.

And you get it fast. Just take your foot off the accelerator. All you hear is silence. There's no distracting idling to cause you to lose the line on your thirty-foot putt. And no unnecessary revving to put up with. To start our gasoline car, just depress the accelerator. That's all there is to it. Nothing else. Harley-Davidson gasoline golf cars. Harley-Davidson Motor Co. Inc., Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

Harley-Davidson
Golfers’ tolerance has limits

Any man who goes to the annual meetings of the Professional Golfers’ Assn., the Golf Course Superintendents Assn. of America, or the Club Managers Assn. of America this winter thinking he is going only as a professional, superintendent or manager, isn’t aware of what’s happening in golf business. Today every department head has to be at these meetings as a representative of members of his private club or golfers at his pay-play course. Higher costs of golf and threats of taxation and legislation may cost a lot of jobs and check department heads’ incomes. The golfer can pay just so much.

The club managers, meeting in London, England, January 16 to 24, may find that the British golfing public has already reached the limit in its willingness to pay. Managers will be doing some sight-seeing and British clubs will naturally be the high spots. Those famous old clubs that they will be touring are suffering a slump in maintenance, construction and operating standards simply because the British golf public will not pay the prices, especially not the desirable younger players.

Here in the United States, PGA Business Schools and seminars, CMAA workshop programs and the multitude of educational conferences held by GCSAA, state university and other sectional turf groups are providing the golf club executive and his assistants with more useful working knowledge than they’ve ever had before.

A lot of this valuable schooling, however, is practically nullified because so few of the men and women who pay for their golf are aware of what’s being done for their eventual service and profit. At too many of these study programs, the golfer seems to be an after-thought, a necessary evil, rather than the main concern.

At the GCSAA’s conference and equipment show in Denver, Paul Alexander, director of education for the association, will present his answer to the difficult problem of balancing geographic factors in the program. GCSAA directors who have tried to give all attending superintendents plenty to take home and use on the job, think the scope of speakers and material Alexander has lined up will richly repay clubs sending their men to this year’s conference.

Notes from superintendents and their chairmen concerning budget-making show that the maintenance staff mechanin usually needs more equipment to keep in working condition machinery that’s been badly used by incompetent or indifferent help. Any course without a modern, well-equipped maintenance building is now losing money and lowering its standards of course condition.

For the Professional Golfers’ Assn. annual meeting prospects appear to be tranquil. Warren Orlick, present secretary and a veteran national and Michigan section official, looks like an easy winner for the presidency. His past display of sober sound judgment and his regard for club and playing professionals, managers, superintendents, the United States Golf Assn. and golfers in general qualify Orlick. The support of his own club members is an immense asset. Orlick brings to the PGA from his post at Tam O’Shanter CC, Orchard Lake, Mich. Orlick, a Purple Heart veteran, who didn’t look like he’d be walking again, came back into pro golf and developed a

(Continued on page 21)
"NOMELLE*" and DiFINI

They drive in style—on or off the course—with DiFiní comfort-in-fashion.

(Left) She, in her lady Rosanna full-fashioned shirt featuring 100% "Nomelle" yarns of Orlon® acrylic—machine washable with the touch of cashmere—coordinated with her 50% Polyester/50% cotton Corduroy Action D Culotte Skirt.

*DuPont's certification mark

(Center) She, in her Art-Deco Stretch Doubleknit Sport-Tunic, of 100% machine washable polyester, coordinated with slip-on slacks—elastic waistband, 2 forward set pockets, straight leg cut—of machine washable, 100% Dacron® Polyester stretch double knit.

(Right) He, in his "Nomelle" shirt, matched with "Soft Touch" Corduroy slacks of machine washable 50% Polyester/50% cotton featuring straight leg, adjustable Side Straps and Western Pockets.

At better Pro Shops and leading Resort Shops everywhere

You don't have to play golf to wear DiFiní but it will help your game to look DiFiní
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Di Finí

ORIGINALS and KNITWEAR
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10454

You don't have to play golf to wear DiFiní but it will help your game to look DiFiní
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CAROCHE…
The First
PRACTICAL
Four-Wheel
Golf Car

PRICE: far below the published list price of other 4-wheel cars and comparable with price on 3-wheel golf cars.

WEIGHT: 300-500 lbs. lighter than other 4-wheel cars and 70-200 lbs. lighter than other 3-wheel golf cars. This assures double the distance on a battery charge and lengthens the life of batteries by 100%.

BRAKES: CAROCHE is the first golf car to employ both auto-type hydraulic brakes and a separate mechanical braking system on both rear wheels.

WHY FOUR WHEELS? A noted golf writer has predicted in his Cleveland newspaper column that by 1975 we will see the 3-wheel golf car die and only 4-wheel golf cars will be used. John Ross recently wrote in Professional Golfer magazine, "Insurance companies quietly pleased by increased number of 4-wheel cars being used on golf courses. Claim 4-wheel golf cars have better stability."

☐ We'd like a CLUB CAR demonstration.

NAME ________________________________

CLUB ________________________________

ADDRESS ________________________________

CITY ____________ COUNTY ____________

STATE ____________ ZIP ____________

Limited Number of Distributorships Available. Write for Details.

CLUB CAR INCORPORATED

203 NORTON ST. • P.O. BOX 897
AUGUSTA, GA. 30903 • (404) 798-8687
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